Designed by: De!y Forsh"-Choma
Filberts have a natural shape that is
perfect for painting a variety of flower
petals and leaves. Majestic filberts
(Series 4170) hold their shape and give
you consistency with every stroke. The
filbert can really be flattened at the
beginning of a stroke and still retain a
nice rounded head. Then because of its
snap, the brush returns every time to a
perfect chisel edge to pull the end of
the flower petal stroke.

Press down on the surface to allow bristles to spread. Apply pressure,
begin to pull and gradually release pressure. Slightly turn the brush to
the right as you pull the stroke to the center of the group. Slow down
to allow the bristles to return to a chisel edge.

There are four small strokes that form each flower blossom.

For the base layer of blossoms, use Debby Forshey’s
Texture brush (Series 1360-med) with Grape Juice
(DA236), dance throughout the lilac area.

For the middle layer of blossoms, load the
Majestic Filbert (Series 4170-2) with a 1:1
mixture of Grape Juice + Snow White (DA01),
pull petals through-out the lilac area in
groups of four.

For the top layer of blossoms, load the Majestic
Filbert with Wisteria (DA211), repeat step 2. There
will be fewer of these blossom clusters. With the
Majestic Liner (Series 4585-0) and Snow White,
place a smudge dot in the center of each Wisteria
blossom cluster.

1. Basecoat the two under leaves with
Avocado (DA052), using the Majestic
shader (Series 4150-10)
2. Corner load the shader with Midnight
Green (DA084), float shading across the
leaves where they meet the lilac
3. Corner load the shader with Jade Green
(DA57), float a highlight along the tips of
the leaves
4. Follow steps 1-3 to complete the lilac
cluster
5. Repeat leaf steps to complete top two
leaves
6. Load the shader with Avocado and Jade
Green across the chisel edge, pull the
veins in the leaves
7. Corner load the shader with thinned
Grape Juice, float tints on the leaves
8. Double load the liner with Avocado and
Jade Green, pull the leaf stem and
tendrils
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